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While playing as a lootmancer, you explore a magical land filled with interesting characters, challenging
bosses, and plenty of loot. There are a total of 6 unique worlds, each of them with its own atmosphere,

stories and secrets. Creating a deck for each character is like creating a new persona for yourself in your
character. Each character comes with its own special moves, items, and abilities that add to the different
play styles. Almost none of the moves are permanent, so don’t be afraid to try out something new! Other

features: ★ Card based: each character has a deck that consists of 55 cards. Each card has a unique
move, item or ability that can be customized. ★ Unlockable: Just like your character, your deck can be
tailored to be customized to your playstyle. ★ Random: There are only two types of cards in the game:
Coins and Deeds. Each one can be used once and only once, and it is up to you if you would spend that
coin or deed to power up your deck. ★ Cards & Moves: Loot cards and moves are an endless source of
new gameplay variations and combinations. They range from self-beneficial (like the Monster’s Intruder

that reduces your health after a fight, but also gives you more mana if it hits) to life-saving (like the
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Boogeyman that randomly removes the life of an enemy and restores yours). ★ Weapons & Equipment:
Need a good potion to get those baddies out of your way? You better equip it with a shield of your
choice, before they render you useless. ★ Mentions: Congrats, you’ve now earned the nickname

"lootmancer!" We’re still a small team, but we’re very dedicated to make this game as best as we can.
By purchasing this game, you help us financially to continue to develop this concept. Follow us:

Facebook: Twitter: Youtube: Dev diaries: Translator English to the rest of the world, Russian to the rest of
the world.This is a translation service for the foreign language version of events. If

Features Key:
Simple Gameplay

Max players=8
Opponent Tracking 
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